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Whether you’re an experienced CEO or a go-getter 

who’s just joined the team, hardworking people require 

office solutions that go beyond the basics. Diligent 

multitaskers deserve workstations that offer seamless 

efficiency, ample adaptability, and durable practicality — 

without sacrificing style. Mod — HON’s all-inclusive suite 

of desks, tables, and storage — is the ideal answer for any 

industrious space designed for maximum productivity 

and efficient organization.

Endless 
Possibilities.
Priceless
Value.
The Pinnacle of Performance

 Shown with Exposure™ and Lota® seating and the optional Mod Classic Pull
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It doesn’t matter if you’re calling the shots from 

a private office or project planning with the 

team in a collaborative environment — Mod 

workstations deliver the cohesive design and 

dynamic versatility every busy day demands. 

From nimble height-adjustable options 

that promote healthy flexibility to handy 

open hutches to smart storage designed 

to keep what’s important protected, these 

comprehensive components were crafted  

with seamless workflow in mind.

The Power of Choice

Shown with Matter™ seating
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With a variety of sleek laminate, paint, and fabric selections, clean lines, and contemporary drawer pull and leg options, Mod has 

a timeless aesthetic appeal and easy energy that’s unassuming, yet all-encompassing. Practical — but never basic — these desk, 

table, and storage solutions offer any space refined elegance with focused purpose.

Substance, Meet Style

Shown with Solve® seating and Coordinate™ height adjustable base
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For more information, visit hon.com/modSee HON Pricer for complete product information.

Finishes

The HON Company
200 Oak Street, Muscatine, IA 52761
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Make your space work.

Russet 
Cherry

Simply 
White

Sepia 
Walnut

Java OakTraditional 
Mahogany

Slate Teak

Laminates

Paints Fabrics

Black Warm 
Neutral

Silver Cool 
Neutral

Storage Handles

*Mod is for US Domestic Sales Only

Contemporary Pull Bridge Pull Classic PullStandard Arch Pull


